mension. We adopt an interpretive approach for investigating, identifying, and categorizing masculinity-femininity signifiers. Comparing and contrasting Web sites aimed predominantly at either men or women, we use grounded theory for constant comparison and categorization of data. The interpretive analysis is carried out within a framework of hermeneutics. Drawing from the literature of signs (semiology), we identify the signifiers and myths for the masculinity and femininity of Web documents, and report on the possible presence of masculine and feminine androgyny. Following the dictum of grounded theory, we present support for our results from theories and findings in diverse fields of study. We then report on the contributions of our research in three ways. First, the knowledge of cultural signifiers raises managers' and researchers' awareness of cultural contents of Web documents, and may lead to improvement in the clarity and communication effectiveness of Web documents. Second, our work brings forth contrasts and contradictions inherent in masculine and feminine modes of Web document development, raising questions about cultural messages within Web documents that could distort communication and promote cultural values not shared by members of the targeted community. Third, we introduce the concept of androgyny as playing a possible role in reducing such distortions.
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THE INTERNET HAS EMERGED AS A GLOBAL MEDIUM of communication on which an
increasing number of individuals and organizations rely for numerous types of information transmission or exchange, such as news, periodicals, product descriptions, promotional materials, scientific findings, literary outputs, information sharing, encyclopedic references, regulatory procedures, descriptive information, and educational topics. The number of Web sites on the Internet has grown exponentially, to the point where Web users have numerous sites competing for their attention and cognitive energy-valuable resources actively sought by Web site owners. With continued Internet expansion, the competition for Web users' attention will continue to accelerate and Web designs will continue to be driven by the need for effective communication with an increasingly selective audience. However, many Web sites reportedly fail the usability test [115, 116] , underscoring the importance of a user-centric approach to system design [2, 86, 94] . Such an approach first requires an in-depth understanding of users and their salient attributes and orientations. Recent studies show that gender is a salient user attribute that plays a critical role in the adoption and use of information systems (IS) [39, 123, 124, 125] . Morris et al. [86] report that the interaction of gender and age is one prominent user attribute in adoption and use.
We argue that culture, particularly the masculine-feminine dimension of culture, is a salient user attribute in Web site design. Although biological gender and the masculine-feminine dimension of culture are not interchangeable, the reported significance of gender in IS studies points to the potentially critical role of cultural masculinity and femininity in the creation and use of Web sites. Web site designers need a higher use Gadamer's hermeneutics in the analysis of data and rely on Habermas's critical approach in the discussion of our findings.
Gadamer's hermeneutics involves a "hermeneutic circle," which begins with a preunderstanding of the whole of the text before understanding the parts, while developing an understanding of the whole requires an interpretation of the parts. Hermeneutics has been proposed for text analysis in IS [70] . In the context of our research, the hermeneutic circle accords with the recursive comparative analysis between theory and data in grounded theory methodology, enabling the discovery of cultural masculinity and femininity textual signifiers. The foreknowledge or "prejudice" of the interpreter initiates a process that leads to a fuller understanding. "Long before we understand ourselves through the process of self-examination, we understand ourselves in a self-evident way in the family, society and state we live in. . . . That is why the prejudices of the individual, far more than his judgments, constitute the historical reality of his being" [37, p. 846]. Hence, the interpretive outcomes of this study are colored by the prejudices and prior knowledge of the authors, which have guided the selection of Web sites for this study, and the identification and categorization of signifiers. We put the results within the body of knowledge that is relevant to our hermeneutic interpretations. This is in line with the fundamental principle of hermeneutic circles as articulated by Klein and Myers [64] .
In attempting to understand meaning using the hermeneutic circle, we not only look for what is said but also how it is said-searching for signs and signifiers of masculinity and femininity in Web documents. This leads us to semiotics. Initially developed by Saussure [104] and Peirce [96] , semiotics or semiology is defined as "the science of signs . . . that studies the life of signs within society" and the study of "what constitutes signs and what laws govern them" [33, p. 87] . "Semiology, as opposed to semantics, is the science or study of signs as signifiers; it does not ask what words mean, but how they mean" [31, p. 5] . In semiotics, signs are defined as "phenomena that stand for something other than themselves" [6, p. 467] .
As in hermeneutics, semiotics is not new in IS (see, e.g., [6, 7, 110, 111] ). Anderson has developed "computer semiotics as a branch of semiotics that studies the special nature of computer-based signs and their function in use situations" [6, p. 466 ]. Anderson categorizes text sizes for analysis as words, sentences, and "language games" [6, p. 474 ]. The latter is used by Truex [121] in the examination of organizational texts in IS development. We will use the concept of "language games" in describing the unit of our analysis. We apply Saussure's terminology to identify three components within text: (1) the signifier-the portion of the sign that is perceptible to language users and appears in the text; (2) the signified-that portion of the sign that is absent from perception, but can be understood as the meaning, idea, or concept connected with the signifier by language users; and (3) significationthe unifying relationship between the signifier and signified that holds the sign together and enables language users to assign meanings to perceptible signifiers [33] . Thus, semiotics allows our analysis to focus on the signifiers in a Web document and how they work together to form cultural constructs, rather than on the referential objects or transitory events. We see signifiers as the empirically perceptible portions of cultural signs that help us identify a theory of interrelated cultural meanings and concepts (signifieds).
As signifiers emerge from the hermeneutic and semiotic data collection process, they need to be formalized and categorized to a higher level of abstraction. For this purpose, we draw on the theory of higher-order signifiers developed by Barthes [9] . This theory is based on Saussure's original assertion that the relationship between signifier and signified is arbitrary and evolves culturally [104] . Barthes argues that (1) the assignment of a specific signifier to a concept is at first entirely arbitrary; (2) once the arbitrary structure of signs has been established in a language, the sign takes on specific cultural values that are historically determined; and (3) every signified can become a signifier, building up a hierarchy of historically determined complex signifiers and their underlying deep structures (Figure 1 ). Signifiers may underscore the "contextual interpretation" of texts that give way to an "obscure set of anonymous rules" [36, p. 210] . Such rules emerge from the social position of the text and its author [84] , change over time [36] , and are not "given to [people's] consciousness" [36, p. 211] .
Barthes [10] argues that after repetition and familiarity legitimize such an organization of signifiers in a culture, their organization becomes naturalized and valued as what he calls a mythology. Barthes proposes that a careful analysis of the signifiers in cultural narratives can reveal the underlying beliefs, values, and attitudes that shape the culture's identity. He uses this approach in the critical analysis of French popular culture. Barthes's notion that signifiers (acting also as images and symbols) are informants of a culture's beliefs and values resonates with Campbell's [24] theory of comparative mythology. Campbell compares narratives of distinct cultures to identify embedded symbols and images that reveal shared cultural values and beliefs. However, as a critic of rhetorical mythology, Barthes sought to show how commonplace myths in popular cultures maintain the social belief systems of dominant cultures. Following Barthes, we argue that Web documents' cultural dimensions could be revealed through an analysis of the chains of signifiers that make up the primary stories that the Web documents convey. These stories or myths are really a collection of signifiers that cohere around a hierarchical sign system and embed cultural values in Web documents. Organizational culture studies also discuss myth in a similar fashion (see, e.g., [128] ). These signifiers have a critical role in the information quality and usability of Web sites. We propose that we can observe the signifiers associated with the masculinity-femininity dimension, analyze the relationships among these signifiers, and then infer the myths and mental programming that shape the culture.
Data Selection and Collection
IN THIS STUDY, THE LANGUAGE FOR INTERPRETATION is U.S. English. We apply the concept of language game from Wittgenstein [133] . Koppl and Langlois define a language game as "a set of rules about how to talk, think, and act in different situations" [67, p. 288] . Our choice of the unit of analysis is close to what Anderson calls a unit of a language game, defined as a "closed unit of interaction" containing sen-tences that "presuppose each other, and form a well-defined unit in relation to other acts" [6, p. 475] . We began our data collection by identifying Web sites that we believed to be predominantly masculine or feminine in various contexts, intended to a large extent for either male or female North American audiences. As new signifiers emerged from the application of grounded theory to develop an evolving comparison of signifiers, our main concern was whether the identified cultural signifiers were specific to a context or could be observed in different contexts, in line with the principle of abstraction and generalization [64] . The wealth of findings led us to limit our analysis to North American sites, with the intention of performing a cross-country analysis at a later stage. The first two authors together identified, collected, and analyzed data through brainstorming and dialectic argumentation within the hermeneutic circle for over 90 Web pages and more than 550 text units (Appendix A). The codification, classification, and further data collection proceeded in a spiral process of constant comparison, classification, and reclassification within a text unit or across text units. No attempt was made to include or check interrater consistency or reliability, because the cultural signifiers were emergent in this stage of the research.
Masculinity and Femininity Signifiers
OUR BACKGROUND FOR STARTING THE DATA COLLECTION process involved examining cultural traits as reported in the work of Hofstede [54, 55] , Hofstede and Associates [56] , Lewis [75] , and Robinson et al. [101] . From these sources, we assembled a list of raw signifiers. As we progressed through the cycle of data collection, analysis, and categorization, we added, refined, and expanded signifiers for which we found evidence and discarded others, in line with Klein and Myers's view of the principle of dialogical reasoning [64] .
The analysis of the data set revealed a large set of cultural signifiers for masculinity and femininity. Further analysis led to the emergence of four cultural signifier categories-belief, attitude, rhetoric, and syntactic. We use the distinction between belief and attitude as in the theory of planned behavior [3] to define belief signifiers as reflecting the value system embedded within a Web document, whereas attitude signifiers predominantly convey feeling and perception. Rhetoric signifiers reflect how a point or argument is made or stressed in a text. For example, one may make a point by emphasizing facts, using sarcasm, or resorting to combative language or tone. Syntactic signifiers are related to rhetoric signifiers, but denote a specific use of syntactical structure in a Web document, such as commands given in the imperative mood.
Belief Signifiers for Cultural Masculinity and Femininity
Belief signifiers show the underlying assumptions regarding what is perceived to be "good," "moral," and "desirable." The contrasts between masculine and feminine belief signifiers are stark and pervasive. Masculine messages presume a preference for strength, challenge, winning, performance, dominance, success, daring and lack of fear, heroism, leadership, money, training, and having the latest tools and technology (Table 1) . Feminine messages carry belief signifiers for sympathy for the weak, charity, relationship and relationship building (including conflict reduction and compromising), commitment, togetherness, and getting personal ( Table 2) . While each message carries a number of cultural signifiers, Tables 1 and 2 report examples that contain the target signifier. References for the quoted texts in these and other tables are provided in Appendix A.
The U.S. Army Web documents show preferences for strength (both physical and mental), physical challenge (battle and fighting), dominance, control and power, heroism, leadership, and acquisition of skills (Mas2, Table 1 ). Given the public stereotype of the Army, it is hardly surprising to find these signifiers. However, Promise Keepers (Mas1) Web documents also show many of the same belief signifiers, including strength, physical challenge, skill acquisition, and a desire to rise above the ordinary and to earn money. Masculinity signifiers are also seen in other Web sites, such as Field and Stream (Mas4, winning and earning money), Men's Health (Mas9, winning and performance), Popular Mechanics (Mas8, dominance), and Soldier of Fortune (Mas6, heroism).
In contrast, femininity cultural signifiers are "other focused." As opposed to masculine documents, which show a preference for strength, feminine documents show sympathy for the weak, charity, and a concern for quality of life, as in the Family Circle Web documents (Fem1). As examples in Table 2 show, Commitment (Fem2) focuses on relationships and personal issues while Voices of Women (Fem6) also shows belief signifiers relating to relationship, community, and sharing. The MSN (Fem5) example contains belief signifiers for relationship and success of others, whereas Healthy Woman (Fem7) has signifiers for relationship and sharing. The Country Living (Fem9) and Woman's Day (Fem3) examples have, respectively, signifiers for community and sharing.
In sum, while cultural masculinity belief myths relate to achievement and dominance, cultural femininity belief myths signify getting close, in touch, and personal (with others and self) for long and committed periods. At a higher level of abstraction, we see masculinity belief signifiers emerging as an upward divergence myth, where standing above others through achievements and acquiring the resources for accomplishments win the day. On the other hand, the femininity cultural belief signifiers tend toward a lateral convergence myth, getting close to others at an equal level through building and maintaining relationships, behaving amiably, and reducing one's distance from the poor or weak by helping lift them up to one's own level. As we will see in the sections that follow, the attitude, rhetoric, and syntactic signifiers for masculinity and femininity reflect these myths as well.
Attitude Signifiers for Cultural Masculinity and Femininity
Attitude signifiers convey a message's feeling and emotional state. We have observed a sharp contrast in attitude signifiers between masculine and feminine Web documents. While masculine attitude signifiers include being strong, ambitious, competitive, adventurous, noncommittal, free-spirited, and bargaining (for money), femininity attitude signifiers include being emotional, compassionate, appreciative, well-wishing, friendly, helpful, healing, fearful, needing help, and worrying, as shown in Tables 3  and 4 . For example, Men's Health employs the masculinity signifier for showing strength: "A few ways to put more religion in your Hail Mary pass . . . Develop your shoulders. Those are the muscles you need to throw long bombs" (Mas9). The ambitious, competitive, and adventurous attitude signifiers appear in various contexts as shown in Table 3 .
One example is Popular Mechanics's claim for the masculine ambition of creating a supercar (Mas8). A second example is the competitive attitude exhibited in Men's Health: "Are you as strong, fit, and healthy as he is? Do you make as much money?" (Mas9). A third example is the adventurous attitude in Army Life: "Experience as much army adventure as you can without actually signing the dotted line. Race a HumVee, fly a helicopter. From travel to high-tech equipment, the Army has adventure to last a lifetime" (Mas3). These examples also show noncommittal and freespirited attitudes, which are related to being adventurous. Texts from Playboy show the free-spirited attitude more clearly as in "race through the city . . . damn the traffic laws" (Mas10). 
Concern for "To squeeze in some luxury for yourself during this hectic quality of life season, take ten minutes and give yourself an at home facial." (Fem1)
Source: All examples quoted are from the texts of the corresponding Web sites identified in Appendix A. Table 3 . Attitude Signifiers for Cultural Masculinity
Attitude signifiers Examples
Showing strength "A few ways to put more religion in your Hail Mary pass, from Greg Knapp, quarterback coach for the San Francisco 49ers: Develop your shoulders. Those are the muscles you need to throw long bombs." (Mas9)
Ambitious, "We all want to build the American supercar." (Mas8) achievement "I sometimes become very depressed because of [unsuccessful dating]. I know I'm very young and have plenty of time, but still, it is painful to watch my friends move ahead and start multiple relationships while I achieve nothing." (Mas18)
Competitive "Are you as strong, fit, and healthy as he is? Do you make as much money? Could you beat him in a mile run, or would he leave you sucking air?" (Mas9) "Renee Piane is a reputed dating expert and personal coach on the dating scene. She is the author of Love Mechanics, which provides 'Power Tools' for men in the competitive game of love."
Adventurous "Adventure is where the action is-up front alongside our battle tanks-in a Bradley Linebacker." (Mas2) "Experience as much army adventure as you can without actually signing the dotted line. Race a HumVee, fly a helicopter. From travel to high-tech equipment, the Army has adventure to last a lifetime." (Mas3) "We have created this big game information source for hunters who are seeking new adventures." (Mas4)
Noncommittal, "Race through the city . . . damn the traffic laws, other free-spirited motorists, pedestrians, and roadside objects. . . . Don't worry about driving on the left." (Mas10) "The level of detail that's been put into the design of the buildings and other landmarks, along with the accurate street layouts, enhances the liberated feeling you get from committing countless moving violations in these cities." (Mas10)
Rational, not "There seems to be an ongoing debate over whether it is showing emotion woman's body or face that men place more emphasis on. In an age where breast implants run rampant and everyone is scrambling to find the next miracle diet, the general consensus suggests that a great body is worth more than we think." (Mas18) "Guys are often motivated more by sex whereas women are motivated more by the idea of a relationship. That is why a man will shamefully hit on a beautiful woman regardless of how he looks. He's trying to look cool and macho and wants to prove to everyone that he can get a hot babe at any cost." (Mas18)
Bargaining "How much should you pay for that . . . car?" (Mas7) (for money)
Source: All examples quoted are from the texts of the corresponding Web sites identified in Appendix A. Caring, "There are so many civic organizations that do good work and compassionate deserve your support." (Fem1)
Appreciative, "A plate piled with homemade goodies is a welcome sight contented anytime, but more so during the holidays." (Fem1) "When my mother hosted a baby shower for me, I was amazed to see a bassinet beautifully displayed in the living room."
Well-wishing "Happy planting, Anna!" (Fem8)
Friendly "Welcome to the Women's Day online community where you can share ideas, ask for advice or just talk about what is on your mind." (Fem3)
Helpful "Help your child learn to love to read." (Fem5) "Paradise Found will provide you with at least 30 great ideas to help ensure that your end result is a successful, beautiful blooming garden." (Fem8)
Healing, spiritual, "Surviving divorce." (Fem2) transformative "Saying goodbye to loved ones." (Fem2) "Surviving heartbreak." (Fem2) "We invite you to get a cup of tea, sit down and relax and step inside our women's circle for some moments of sharing, reflection, community, and sometimes transformation." (Fem6) "Nurture your spirit, deepen your faith and feel more connected.
Here is how." (Fem13) "Coming to yoga retreat is an attempt to leave all [urban traffic and way of life] behind in another time zone, in the hope that for once we can glean something more spiritual from this ancient practice." (Fem16)
Needing help "I need some help and recipes for Thanksgiving dinner. Can anyone help?" (Fem3) "Anyone have any suggestions on what to try so I don't get green, orange, or red hair?" (Fem8) "How do I get started? Should I sketch a plan for the bulb beds?" (Fem9)
Fearful "Does fear of selling terrify you?" (Fem2) "As a parent, you want your child to do well. . . . But you hear some frightening statistics about the abilities of students today."
Worrying "The holidays may be the season to be merry, but the extra shopping, eating, party-hopping and family visits can take a big toll on your health." (Fem1) "Sometimes starting a new medication could be worrisome." (Fem7)
Source: All examples quoted are from the texts of the corresponding Web sites identified in Appendix A.
In contrast, feminine attitude signifiers focus on warm and intimate emotions, as in Family Circle's "truly sentimental and sweet memories . . . of Christmas . . . when Colin proposed to me" (Fem1). More specific forms of caring, compassionate, appreciative, and contented signifiers occur in the example, "There are so many civic organizations that do good work and deserve your support" (Fem1). Furthermore, feminine attitude signifiers that indicate well-wishing, friendliness, supportiveness, helpfulness, and the desire to heal others are also numerous. Femininity attitude signifiers for negative attitudes were also observed, which include needing help, being fearful, and worrying. Examples are shown in Table 4 . In summary, masculinity attitude signifiers emphasize action-oriented attitudes serving the upward divergent myth, whereas femininity attitude signifiers are interaction-oriented in support of the lateral convergent myth.
Rhetoric Signifiers for Cultural Masculinity and Femininity
Rhetoric has a long tradition as the art of discovering "all available means of persuasion" [29, p. 7] and has found recent use in the rhetorical analysis of scientific work and organizational studies, as reviewed by Locke and Golden-Bidden [77] . They define rhetoric as "a traditional, language-based discipline concerned with logic, composition, argument, and style" [77, p. 1025] . We categorize rhetoric signifiers in terms of how language is used for stylistic emphasis and persuasion in the presentation of facts, logic, and argument. We have found that masculine versus feminine rhetoric signifiers generally display the following contrasts: facts versus intuition, absolute assertion of facts versus attributed use of facts, authoritative emphasis or assertiveness versus deference to expertise, boasting versus explanatory and questioning, combative versus warning, and brief and assertive versus verbose and stylistic. Tables 5 and  6 summarize the rhetoric signifiers.
Contrast in Use of Facts
Masculine Web documents rely heavily on facts, particularly numerical facts, as in the examples from Golf Masters (Mas5) and Car and Driver (Mas7) shown in Table  5 . Whereas most masculine documents rely on factual and numerical rhetoric signifiers, feminine documents tend to rely on intuition and feeling signifiers with a higher degree of flexibility and nonspecificity, as seen as Fem4 in Table 6 .
In masculine documents, factual signifiers are often presented as universally given realities. These documents seldom attribute facts to their sources. They present numerical data in a matter-of-fact tone, as if the facts speak for themselves: "The average man has a total cholesterol count of 202 milligrams per deciliter" (Mas9). In contrast, feminine documents qualify their facts. For example, in American Business Women's Association (Fem22), the membership information is footnoted as "based on 81% of collected member profiles." Such an attribution is not normally observed in masculine Web documents. Feminine documents use more nonnumerical facts, Table 6 .
Contrast in Argumentation
The masculine documents use witty, ironic, irreverent, sarcastic, challenging, boasting, and combative tones for argumentation (Mas9 in Table 5 ). In contrast, feminine documents often use questioning to prompt explanation (Fem2 in Table 6 ). Masculine Web sites attempt persuasion through boasting, use of exclamation marks, and capitalization for emphasis, as in: "Denver will sell out this week! Register today!" (Mas1) and "They want to pump YOU up. . . . Now Available for Delivery Worldwide!" (Mas14). See Table 5 for additional examples. In sharp contrast, feminine Web sites attempt to persuade through explanation (for example, Fem6 in Table 6 ). While masculine Web documents often use present tense assertions, we have found that feminine documents tend to qualify an explanation by using "-ing" verb forms to indicate that a situation is contingent or changeable, as in the example from Healthy Women (Fem7) in Table 6 , which suggests that medical knowledge is continually developing rather than being fixed or absolute. To attract the reader's attention, masculine Web documents use a challenging and combative rhetoric, whereas feminine documents contain warnings. Contrast the following example, "Muzzle your wife. A Mayo Clinic study found that people who slept with snorers lost a full hour of sleep" (Mas9), with the warning style of Fem7 in Table 6 . The previous examples also show how the brief, assertive, and emphatic rhetoric signifiers for masculine Web documents contrast with the expansive and stylistic rhetoric in feminine documents. The stylistic rhetoric of the feminine Web document could be characterized as chatty or arty in a positive way designed specifically to share and enjoy the same style of communication with a sympathetic audience. Contrast this blunt statement from the Army Web document, "we will remain the most respected territory, yet we are expected to weigh the benefits and risks of treatments and to make the same types of decisions regarding our medical care." (Fem7) Explanation by "When was the last time you took a course in having a questioning the successful relationship or upgraded your love skills from basic reader love to advanced love?" (Fem2) "You probably framed your child's first attempt at drawing or coloring, right?" (Fem4) Explanatory "An emerging body of work from women writers and artists, however, is defining the erotic from a feminine perspective, drawing upon rich language, images and emotions. Not limited to what is overtly sexual, these writings encompass a more holistic view of beauty, love and sensuality in the experience of everyday living. So we ask women to take heart and go public on this formerly taboo subject." (Fem6) (continues) Army in the world" (Mas2), with the two examples reported in Table 6 from Good Housekeeping (Fem11) for stylistic (arty) and House Beautiful (Fem8) for expansive (chatty) signifiers.
Contrast in Impersonal and Personal Address
Masculine Web documents appear to have more frequent use of impersonal address, whereas feminine documents tend to build a personal relationship with readers through a "you" orientation. This use of the second person resembles Buber's idea of the "I-thou" relationship, stressing human-to-human relations rather than the human-toobject relations [20] . The feminine documents create an intimate relationship by using "you" to connect with readers, which is distinctly different from the imperative of masculine documents, which drop the "you" as understood to imply a more impersonal "one." Table 5 provides examples of masculine rhetoric signifiers displaying wit, sarcasm, competitiveness, and the impersonal third person, whereas the last example of Table 6 shows how the femininity rhetoric signifiers use the personal pronoun "you" to connect women in mutually beneficial, caring, friendly, "I-thou," and "we" relationships. Here, too, we conclude that the rhetoric signifiers for masculinity and femininity are consistent with the myths of upward divergence for masculinity and lateral convergence for femininity.
Syntactic Signifiers of Masculinity and Femininity
Syntactic signifiers are related to rhetoric signifiers and to Searle's theory of speech acts [107] and its applications in IS [59] . According to this theory, "speech acts are basic units of communication expressing a human intent, such as making a promise or asserting claims" [59, p. 169] . In looking for patterns and relationships among the signifiers in the rhetorical analysis of documents, we have found a distinct difference in the way masculine and feminine documents use syntactic signifiers. Masculine texts display a large incidence of imperative syntax, whereas feminine texts avoid imperative syntax by varying degrees of less imperative, less commanding, and more qualifying syntaxes. Through constant comparisons, categorizations, and recategorizations of data, we have identified six categories of syntactic structures: These syntactic categories range from direct (commanding imperative) to indirect (indirect imperative), as shown in Figure 2 . However, all six syntactic categories are intended to persuade readers. They focus solely on imperative illocutionary directives for ordering, persuading, or coaxing others, as discussed below. The strength of each category depends on semantic and pragmatic levels. Therefore, the direction of the categories from direct to indirect holds true only when everything else remains the same.
Commanding Imperative (Type 1)
The most direct imperative is the commanding imperative, which frequently appears in masculine Web documents. This form is often delivered in an unmistakably authoritative and decisive tone. For example, when prompting their audiences to participate in activities, the Promise Keepers and Gentlemen's Quarterly Web sites use the imperative commands "Tune in and 'Get in the game'" (Mas1) and "Acquire these competencies by earning a master's degree from . . ." (Mas11). Other masculine documents combine the imperative command to act or do something with additional masculine signifiers of success, boasting, and performance, as in "Join the best team in the world and become a member of today's Army" (Mas3). Similarly, Car and Driver urges readers to "Enter today for your chance to win some authentic C/D gear" (Mas7), combining masculine signifiers of winning and performance with a direct imperative.
While the authoritative "commanding imperative" is common in masculine Web documents, feminine Web sites usually avoid it, except when combined with femininity signifiers that soften the commanding tone. For example, we have found commanding imperatives couched in suggestive, qualifying, and justifying tones, as in the following list (Fem3):
• Give a bouquet of daises to a friend, just because.
• Start a new sewing project, even if you've never picked up a needle and thread before. You'll be amazed at the level of accomplishment.
• Sleep in as late as you can on a Saturday-without feeling guilty." Embedded Imperative (Type 2) Feminine Web documents often embed imperatives within justification and extended explanation, a technique that seemed to be absent from commands in masculine Web documents. For example, the Healthy Women Web site embeds the command to "Take steps" within a sympathetic you-oriented opening and a lengthy explanation of why the recommended action is good for you: Your good health starts with you. Take steps to reduce your risk of disease and talk to your healthcare professional about your potential health concerns. Women now demand more from medical research and from the healthcare system. As a result, more women have become partners in their medical care, working with their healthcare professionals to make medical decisions. Here are several tips that you can follow to be an active partner in managing your health. (Fem7)
Feminine sites also soften imperative commands by changing the syntax to a "you can do X" or "you may want to use Y" structure, which both personalizes the statement and makes it more suggestive. This avoids the starkness of an actual command, as in "You can automate all kinds of tasks around the house . . . you may want to use low tech modules" (Fem8). This embedded imperative contrasts strongly with instructions in Promise Keepers directing readers to "Get your video, DVD, or Soundtrack . . ." (Mas1). The Popular Mechanics site provides a whole page of instructions for changing the oil in your car that consists of 13 concise, authoritative imperative commands with little or no explanation, no embedding, and no use of such softening phrases as "you can" or "you might." In contrast, Good Housekeeping provides advice in the following way:
You can automate all kinds of tasks around your house with relatively inexpensive plug-and-play products and software such as Active Home by X-10 Wireless Technology ($50; 800-675-3044) or IBM's Home Director Starter Kit ($29; 800-762-7846). These packages, both for the PC only, link your computer to your house wiring, so you can manage appliances from the keyboard or a remote control. For simple on/off functions, you may want to use lower-tech modules that plug into your outlets. (Fem8)
Brody [17] argues that the concise, directive, and authoritative style of writing has been valorized by a long tradition of "manly writing" and "plain speaking" in the masculine tradition of Western culture, whereas the more fluent and loquacious feminine style has been marginalized as less authoritative. Although the "manly style" may dominate technical communication and instructional writing in our more masculine American culture, the feminine use of embedded imperatives may offer a style of instructional writing more compatible with audiences from feminine cultures. Another contrast in the use of imperatives appears in the feminine embedding of an imperative form within phrases emphasizing a conscientious politeness not present in many masculine documents. This is shown in the use of "please" in the Country Living site, where viewers are asked, "Do you have a question for Rebecca? Please submit it here and check back each week to see a new reply" (Fem9).
Questioning Imperative (Type 3)
This form of imperative is less persuasive in that it provides the reader an option of not following the suggestion by first posing a question. For example, "When was the last time you took a course in having a successful relationship?" (Fem2). In some cases, the questioning imperative is followed with a friendly imperative answer, as in "Does shopping take the happy out of your holidays? Relax. We've got all your shopping needs covered" (Fem3). Or, it combines qualifying and questioning imperatives, as in "Computer smart? If you have a home computer and want to have some educational software to enhance your child's learning, you should remember that good educational software is interactive" (Fem4), which also displays the expansive rhetorical style of femininity already discussed.
Qualifying Imperative (Type 4)
We have found another imperative usage, which we call the "qualifying imperative." This imperative occurs more often in feminine Web documents than in masculine documents, and takes the form of "If you want something, then you need to do X to get it." Here, some contingency or condition qualifies the imperative so that it applies to the person only if he or she assents to the condition. For example, "If helping releaf our planet appeals to you, check out American Forests, the oldest nonprofit organization in the country" (Fem1). Thus, the qualifying imperative is weaker than the questioning imperative described in the previous section.
Suggestive Imperative (Type 5)
We have observed another feminine version of the imperative form, the suggestive imperative. Rather than blatantly commanding, the form suggests that you can or might want do something. For example, "The Transforming Power of Unconditional Love: Learn how giving unconditional love can improve your relationships and lead you to a peaceful place of healing" (Fem2). In this case, the message suggests that it is possible for you to accomplish something desirable through a "giving" love relationship that achieves healing and thus improves your quality of life. Although "learn" is the actual imperative here, the emphasis shifts to the suggestive "can" and away from the imperative command. Thus, the suggestive imperative is gentler than the other imperatives. Similarly, the admonition "It's not too late to get a flu shot" (Fem7) also shows this form. Rather than simply using the commanding imperative "Get a flu shot!" the commanding imperative is transformed into a gentle reminder. Such suggestive advice shows sensitivity to the reader's subjective situation, implying that the imperative may or may not be followed, according to the reader's needs.
Indirect Imperative (Type 6)
Finally, a sixth form of the imperative, often observed in feminine Web documents, uses an "indirect imperative" approach in suggesting that the reader do something. The indirect imperative often uses an "-ing" form or a rhetorical question and is the furthest removed in forcefulness from the masculine commanding imperative form. For example, Commitment features the following simple indirect suggestion: "Banking Online: Understanding the Potential Risks and Rewards" (Fem2). This example does not constitute a direct imperative but implies that understanding the risks and rewards might make it possible for you to bank online, and therefore indirectly recommends the activity. Similarly, substituting a question or request achieves indirectness: "Anyone have any suggestions on what to try so I don't get green, orange, or red hair?" (Fem8). Here, rather than telling others to "send information," the example employs an indirect request for information.
Contrast in Androgyny
WHILE IDENTIFYING AND CONTRASTING WEB SITES intended for predominantly female or male audiences, we have encountered several sites that aimed their communications at one gender, but have used dominant signifiers from the other gender. For example, NOW (National Organization for Women) clearly has a female focus, but employs primarily masculine signifiers to get its message across. We have observed a number of such signifiers (such as brevity, assertiveness, combativeness, and leadership values) in NOW's Web documents, as in "NOW Applauds Senate Judiciary Committee Rejection of Pricilla Owen Nomination" and "NOW supports proven leadership for women's equality in New Hampshire" (Fem27). We call such combinations "feminine androgyny." Similarly, Web sites clearly intended for men, such as Dadsnow.com or MensJournal.com, deploy a large number of feminine signifiers when they discuss topics such as family or food preparation. We call such combinations "masculine androgyny." Contrasting androgynous Web documents allows us to investigate which signifiers are assimilated from one group into the other. Furthermore, those signifiers that persist in each group (masculine or feminine) could be considered core signifiers. We should caution that since the number of androgynous Web sites in our analysis is small, our results in this respect should be considered preliminary and tentative.
In general, we have observed that both masculine and feminine androgynies retain most of their belief signifiers. However, feminine androgyny adopts many masculine belief signifiers (strength, performance, power, success, leadership, heroism, money, and skills), whereas masculine androgyny adopts very few (if any) feminine belief signifiers. This pattern of adoption reverses in attitude signifiers, in that masculine androgyny adopts many feminine attitude signifiers (such as helpful, friendly, worrying, and caring). We have observed one stark exception: masculine androgyny seems to resist direct adoption of feminine "emotional" attitude signifiers. The article "Remembering September 11" from Father's World illustrates this point:
I was driving my 13-year-old son to school. It was overcast. I was wearing blue jeans. His shoes were untied. My knee was sore from hiking the day before. The car smelled faintly of spearmint gum. At 7:45 A.M., Pacific Standard Time, I turned on the radio. I have no memory of the rest of our drive, until we arrived at school. (Mas24)
While the passage implies an intense emotion, the emotion is not directly expressed (also note the short sentences and factual nature of statements). We have found little evidence of feminine androgyny adopting masculine attitude signifiers (except for bargaining for money). Feminine androgyny retains its caring, togetherness, "you-we," commitment, and relationship focus. In rhetoric signifiers, however, we have observed that feminine androgyny adopts many, if not all, masculine signifiers. Masculine androgyny retains almost all of its rhetoric signifiers and rarely adopts feminine signifiers such as "you" address and "warning" signifiers. Among syntactic signifiers, we have also observed more adaptation of masculine signifiers by feminine androgyny than vice versa.
Our findings show that feminine androgyny adopts almost all masculine signifiers except for masculine attitude signifiers while retaining its feminine belief signifiers, whereas masculine androgyny retains all its signifiers and adds only feminine attitude signifiers and a few rhetoric and syntactic signifiers. Feminine androgyny displays far more transference toward masculine signifiers than masculine androgyny displays toward feminine signifiers. From our limited observations, we conclude that feminine androgyny abandons its myth of lateral convergence in favor of upward convergence in that it strives to converge with its masculine counterpart while continuing to focus on caring, sharing, you-we, togetherness, and commitment. On the other hand, masculine androgyny keeps its myth of upward divergence but carries it out with more feminine attitude signifiers and a somewhat modified rhetoric.
Literature Review and Integration Phase THE LAST PHASE OF GROUNDED THEORY involves a thorough review of literature to integrate the emerging theory with existing knowledge and to highlight the contributions of the emergent theory. Our findings concerning cultural signifiers for masculinity and femininity are supported by a diverse literature on culture and gender published in a variety of fields.
IS Literature
Although there is a strong and growing interest in cultural differences related to the use and adoption of information technology (IT), few studies differentiate cultural masculinity and femininity as a major determinant in IS. Most gender-related research studies in IS focus on biological gender. For example, women's encounters with IT have been investigated by Adam et [119] , von Hellens et al. [126] , and Wilson [131] . Von Hellens et al. [126] refer to gender-specific dualism in IT work and observe a number of contrasting dualisms between men and women, including men's assertiveness and technical skills contrasting with women's communication skills. There are also studies on gender differences in end-user computing [51] , female retention in the computer science major [27] , gender-based student perceptions of IS work [50] , and the use of decision support systems for making decisions [93, 99] . Gefen and Straub [39] extend the technology acceptance model by including social presence information richness (SPIR) and the moderating effect of gender. They re-port that women perceive a higher degree of social presence in e-mail communication than do men. Furthermore, women consider e-mail to be more useful and are more likely to use it. Similarly, studies have reported differences, across genders, in terms of computer conferencing and communication styles [62, 113] . Stowers [113] shows that, when involved in a computer conference, men post more informational items, whereas women post more discussion, personal, and support items. Jackson et al. [60] report in their analysis that women use the Internet for communication, whereas men use the Internet for searching the Web. Our results on the feminine lateral convergence myth explain the rapport-building tendencies in communications among women.
Furthermore, Dittmar et al. [32] explore the attitude changes among men and women when shifting from brick-and-mortar to online shopping. While men's attitudes do not change, women become less involved in shopping and more concerned with barriers and facilitators of online shopping. Venkatesh and his colleagues use the theory of planned behavior in studying the role of gender in technology acceptance and use. Venkatesh and Morris [123] report the influence of biological gender. In a longitudinal study, Venkatesh et al. [124] report that men's reactions and use are more strongly influenced by their attitude toward using the new technology, whereas women's reactions and use are influenced by their perception of subjective norm and behavioral control. Morris et al. [86] report on the interplay of age and gender in the acceptance and use of new technology in a similar vein.
Of the literature we have examined, only Venkatesh et al. [125] explore the role of masculinity and femininity in IT. They report that technology usage decisions are more strongly influenced by perceptions of usefulness in men, whereas women are more strongly influenced by perceptions of ease of use and subjective norms. These findings are consistent with the feminine belief signifiers of relationship and the myth of lateral convergence. This myth implies that any communication technology that increases the likelihood of convergence and aids in relationship building would more often be perceived as useful by women than by men. On the other hand, men's focus on the usefulness of the technology as a tool to increase performance and success is consistent with the masculine myth of upward divergence.
Further evidence could be found in Argamon et al. [8] and Koppel et al. [66] , who show that quantitative techniques in an automated text categorization tool could predict the gender of the author with 80 percent accuracy. They report that women use many more personal pronouns (I, you, she, her, myself, yourself, herself) to present things in a relational or "involved" way and to personalize the writer-reader relationship. Men use many more determiners (that, these), quantifiers (one, two, more, some), and plurals (they) to encode things in classes, to quantify information, and to depersonalize and create a masculine "informative" style. While these results correspond with our findings, we note that such algorithms for determining gender identity could be fooled easily, because women can write in a masculine style and men can write in a feminine style. Therefore, we emphasize that it is the cultural signifiers embedded in the text, rather than the biological gender of the authors, that determine the suitability of the document for masculine or feminine audiences.
To explore the possibility of multiple perspectives as recommended by Klein and Myers [64] and grounded theory, we have exposed our results to the relevant findings in various disciplines, as reported below.
Literature on Feminine Relationship/Emotion and Masculine Success Rosenblat [103] categorizes masculine and feminine reading styles based on differences in reading goals, identifying the masculine style as "cognitive" with an informational goal and the feminine style as "affective" with an experiential and relationship goal [112] . This dichotomy is also consistent with sociolinguistic research related to gender-based communications [14, 26] . Moreover, Stern and Holbrook's research [112] on masculine and feminine romance in advertising reveals the centrality of love and success in marriage and relationship (winning a commitment) in feminine fictions, whereas masculine fictions focus on conquest and success (winning a sexual adventure with no ties). In technical writing, Allen [5] similarly confirms that women tend toward harmonizing and shy away from confrontation in professional communications. Brannon [15] and Rapping [100] observe that advertising in women's magazines emphasizes relationships, not financial advice or careers, whereas ads in magazines aimed at boys and men use more tough words and have little emphasis on relationships. In career building, Gallos [38] finds that career development is linked to relationships and attachments for women, whereas career development for men leads to autonomy and greater separation. Similarly, Van Velsor and Hughes [122] report that women place a greater reliance on relationships as sources of career learning and development than do men.
Literature on Masculine Independence and Leadership
Tannen [114] discusses masculine and feminine communication styles and argues that masculine communication focuses on hierarchy and competition for attaining and showing status [15, 114] . Further support for the leadership signifier in masculinity could be found in a study by Walker et al., reporting that "in mixed gender groups, males are five times more likely than females to exercise opinion leadership" [127, p. 255]. Kent and Moss [63] have studied the effects of gender and sex roles on the perceptions of leaders and on how a leader emerges. They conclude that subjects possessing androgynous and masculine traits were those most likely to emerge as leaders.
Literature on Feminine Empathy and "Other" Orientation Stern and Holbrook, in the interpretation of advertising, observe that the female observer "tends to regard her reading as demonstrating the feminine virtue of empathy" as opposed to the male observer's "more distanced propensity to pass evaluative judg-ment" [112, p. 38] . Furthermore, in the analysis of "help-self" versus "help-others" tendencies in advertising for charity giving, Brunel and Nelson [18] conclude that male respondents prefer "help-self" ads, whereas female givers prefer "help-other" ads. Similar findings support women's "other-focus" as a femininity signifier. Robnett [102] observes that in the civil rights movement, women had more nurturing and caring roles than men. Manza and Brooks [80] conclude that women tend to favor Democratic candidates due to their appeals to feminine nurturing issues such as health care, education, and child-based themes, whereas Republican candidates espouse more masculine issues such as resistance to the Equal Rights Amendment, support for an aggressive military policy, and opposition to abortion. Glass and Camarigg [43] show that women often prefer nurturing professions and are willing to accept low-paying jobs that allow time for family and child rearing, choices that support commitment, giving, and concerns for quality of life. Finally, McAdam [83] reports that women tend to occupy supporting roles with a nurturing emphasis.
Literature on Masculine Power, Money, Competitiveness, and Self-Orientation Several studies of organized sports link masculinity with aggression, power, and dominance. They argue that organized sports represent masculinity by promoting achievement, respect for authority, dominance over peers, and low sensitivity to other people [19, 34, 92] . Furthermore, Koretz [68] reports that females are far less responsive to competitive pressure than males. Beutel and Marini observe that "females are more likely than males to express concern and responsibility, less likely than males to accept materialism and competition," and that female relationships are "characterized by greater emotional intimacy, self-disclosure, and supportiveness" [13, p. 436] . Moreover, Brines [16] reports that regarding division of labor in the home environment, earning money is a clear marker of masculinity.
Literature on Masculinity and Femininity Contrasts
Various psychological theories (such as gender schema theory and gender script theory) explain the masculinity-femininity dichotomy through internal differences or social learning [15] . Moreover, specific differences appear in research on personality traits, which shows that some traits are more common in women than men [22] . "Women score higher on traits such as empathy, guilt, fear, and altruism, whereas men score higher on such traits as dominance, aggressiveness, excitement seeking, and anger" [44, p. 75 ]. Bem [11, 12] , in her inventory of the personality traits, similarly identifies masculine traits as aggressive, competitive, forceful, independent, individualistic, selfreliant, and self-sufficient, and femininity traits as cheerful, childlike, avoiding harsh language, gentle, soft-spoken, sympathetic, understanding, warm, and yielding.
Using three studies, Giligan [40] argues that women speak in different voices than men, are more caring, less competitive, and less abstract than men, and use the ethic of care in moral issues, whereas men use the ethic of justice. In advertising, Albers-Miller and Gelb [4] report that "effective," "convenient," and "productivity" appeals correlate positively with cultural masculinity, whereas "natural," "frail," and "modest" appeals correlate negatively with masculinity. These findings correspond with the performance signifiers found in our study. Considering emotional expressions, anger is the only emotion that is missing from feminine stereotypes and is the only emotion attributed to masculinity [52, 97] . This difference is attributed to the nurturing and care-giving specialization of females and the aggressive and competitive specialization of males [15] .
Literature on Masculine Absolute Facts and Quantitative Orientation
The feminist critics of scientific methods provide support for our findings regarding masculine quantitative orientation and absolutism in communicating facts. Oakley [91] argues that the quantitative/qualitative dichotomy in scientific methodology has a gender association. Feminists tend to criticize a masculine bias toward experimental methods (positivist) in science and social science, and favor the primacy of the "qualitative" (interpretivist) approach. They support a research paradigm that would allow "women studying women in an interactive process without the artificial object/subject split between researcher and researched" [91, p. 33] .
Literature on Feminine Lateral Convergence and Masculine Upward Convergence Myths
In an empirical study of gender stereotypes and writing styles in two Internet mailing lists, Herring [53] identifies gender differences and concludes that men tend to express their views as assertions of "fact" and engage in contests, whereas women tend to express support for others, create solidarity, and promote harmonious interaction. In a follow-up study, Mak confirms Herring's findings and reports that in electronic conferences, men used many adversarial, assertive, and aggressive comments to challenge others, but women posted more messages to build rapport, to foster a sense of community, and "to provide social support to one another through affirmation, appreciation for help/support and encouragement" [79, p. 36] . Both studies support the masculine myth of upward divergence versus the feminine myth of lateral convergence.
Further evidence could be found in developmental psychology. Freud's psychological theory invokes the tragedy of Oedipus Rex (Oedipus inadvertently kills his father and marries his mother) to hypothesize that young men's feelings of aggression, competition, and hatred for their father arise from competing for the affection of their mother, and are resolved by redirecting these feelings toward legitimate and socially accepted competitiveness. In contrast, Butler [23] theorizes the developmental process from a feminist perspective by invoking the tragedy of Antigone. In this tragedy, Oedipus's daughter, Antigone, seeks to restore the family bonds in defiance of the male authority, King Creon. Thus, Antigone represents a new idea of femininity, which asserts the right of kinship as a principle of family relationships that super-sedes the abstract universal law represented by the masculine state and its monarch. Butler [23] further suggests that Freud's psychological model relies on masculinity signifiers such as struggle, conflict, winning, and success that are firmly embedded in the Oedipal myth. She asks, "What would happen if psychoanalysis were to have taken Antigone rather than Oedipus as its point of departure?" [23, p. 57] , suggesting that family relations might provide a more inclusive psychological model based on femininity signifiers.
In the same vein, Chodorow [25] posits that girls' personality development is in harmony with their mothers, which promotes interpersonal closeness, whereas boys must separate themselves from their mothers in order to establish their gender identity. Giligan [40] similarly argues that the male's moral sense is more likely based on abstract principles of justice, whereas the female's is more likely based on the value of human relationships. Likewise, Brannon observes that "Men are oriented toward 'separateness,' whereas women are oriented toward 'connectedness' and 'care'" [15, p. 119] . Hence, the differences in masculine and feminine signifiers that we have identified, particularly the belief and attitude signifiers, are consistent with both Freudian and feminist psychologies.
Literature on Androgyny
In discussing measures of femininity and masculinity, Bem refers to androgyny as "the relative amounts of masculinity and femininity that the person includes in his or her self-description" [11, p. 158] . Venkatesh et al. [125] use Bem's measures to categorize employees into masculine, feminine, and androgynous. They report on the presence of a large percentage of androgynous female employees who exhibit results similar to masculine employees. In technical communication, Lay [71, 72, 73] identifies gender differences in students' collaborative writing strategies, noting a feminine tendency toward connectedness and caring and a masculine tendency to engage in conflict and argumentation. This finding leads her to recommend "androgyny" as a strategy enabling each gender to adopt and benefit from the successful collaborative strategies of the opposing gender. Smith and Thomson's [108] extensive review of recent scholarship confirms the emergence of androgyny as a successful cross-gender communication strategy. Flynn et al. [36] associate "hierarchical collaboration" with masculine behaviors that create problems for women's participation in mixedgender writing teams, and they recommend strategies for writing teams that favor feminine behaviors of "dialogic collaboration." In a study of the relationship between eating disorders and gender roles, Timko et al. [118] refer to the "superwomen." These women "are expected to encompass traits of both traditional masculine and traditional feminine gender role stereotypes" [44, p. 76] . Moreover, Fischer and Gainer report that women involved in sports must "play by men's rules" and "become or act as 'masculine'" to gain participatory status [34, p. 100] . While feminine androgyny adopts masculine traits, studies show that boys receive significant pressure to maintain their masculine gender roles [15] .
Igbaria and Baroudi [57] refer to gender stereotyping to explain how the interaction between gender and performance may cause discrimination against high-performing female IS employees. Wilson [131, 132] also refers to gendered spheres in discussing gender and technology. Gender stereotyping has its history in the "doctrine of two spheres"-men and women have divergent interests and spheres of influence [75] . The "cult of true women" (developed between 1820 and 1860) identifies femininity with piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity [129] . Its masculine counterpart, "male sex role identity" [98] , identifies masculinity with "no sissy stuff," success, status, confidence, self-reliance, aggression, and daring [15] . Hence, masculinity resists any move toward femininity ("no sissy stuff"), whereas such a resistance is not inherent in femininity, so that girls who act as "tomboys" may achieve positive notoriety.
Along the same line, Jung [61] identifies masculinity and femininity as complementary psychological forces that exist together within every person. In cultural terms, men tend to appear outwardly and consciously masculine, but possess an inward, less visible, and less conscious feminine character potential. The opposite is true for women. Jung's psychology resembles Haraway's [49] concept of the "cyborg" consciousness, which is capable of androgynous recombination of masculine and feminine parts into an evolving mix of gender possibilities. In a cross-generational study, Guastello and Guastello [45] show a movement toward androgyny from the older to the younger generation.
Discussion and Implications
IT IS INSTRUCTIVE TO CAST OUR FINDINGS in Habermas's typology of knowledge interests, since such a framework provides a road map for using our results from multiple perspectives. In developing critical social theory, Habermas [46] argues that all human inquiries are driven by three knowledge interests-technical, practical, and emancipatory. Technical knowledge interest is based on rationality and develops the means to achieve given goals; hence, it is evaluated by how well the goals are achieved. One of the important aspects of practical knowledge is to understand "social forms of life, traditions, social behavior and relations," which produces "improved social consciousness and humanity" and is validated with regard to "truth and clarity" [89, p. 270] . "Emancipatory knowledge interest is related to our concern for freedom from physical and mental restrictions and social distortions" [89, p. 270] . Emancipatory knowledge interest uses dialectic for critical reflection on the existing structure and promotes freedom. Habermas [47] distinguishes between "communicative action" (which intends to reach understanding) and "strategic action" (which intends to exert influence). Critical hermeneutics promotes communications that are free of dominance and distortions.
Our findings can be evaluated at all three levels of knowledge interest. For technical knowledge interest, our findings about the signifiers of masculinity and femininity alert Web developers and designers of cultural signifiers within text documents. Furthermore, our results motivate Web designers, seeking to improve the communi-cative effectiveness of their Web sites, to be cognizant of the cultural tendencies of their target audience, and to create documents that are in line with the audience's culture. Our findings also extend existing knowledge about how to create Web documents that are in harmony with masculine, feminine, or androgynous cultures. It is possible to personalize Web documents and Web sites based on the masculinity or femininity of Web users, identified by the pattern of their behaviors when visiting Web sites. Furthermore, our results reinforce those by Venkatesh et al. [125] and alert researchers to be cognizant of the differential role cultural gender plays in developing and testing behavior models in IS. Moreover, these findings may help explain differences attributed to gender effects in IS research.
We also need to compare the information richness and communication effectiveness of the duality of masculinity-femininity versus androgyny in creating Web documents. This issue is of critical importance to the multicultural and global nature of Web-based information exchange. If usability and design studies of Web sites are to serve culturally diverse groups, then researchers and practitioners alike should address questions such as: Is androgynous culture the best way to develop Web documents? Under what circumstances would a purely masculine or purely feminine culture constitute the most effective and useful way to prepare documents? Should organizations examine their Web sites for hidden cultural signifiers that run counter to their audience's culture?
For practical knowledge interest, our findings expose differences in masculine and feminine communicative actions on the Web and raise our collective consciousness concerning social implications of using (or not using) each class of signifiers. Our results promote a greater "self-understanding" of our communicative actions. They raise our awareness of the values and beliefs that such actions intentionally or unintentionally convey and promote. Such self-awareness may initiate intellectual debate about the impact of signifiers in cultural stereotyping. One may raise questions such as: Does self-awareness of masculinity and femininity signifiers help us write and communicate more clearly? Does such self-awareness lead us to extreme masculinityfemininity positions or to androgyny? Does such self-awareness promote a multicultural mode of writing and communications on the Web and in other channels?
For the emancipatory knowledge interest, our findings open an avenue for the dialectic of masculinity, femininity, and androgyny. We now can ask: Are there dominant cultural signifiers of masculinity or femininity in corporate and government Web documents? Could masculinity and femininity signifiers be used to identify the dominant culture within an organization or community? Does the use of dominant signifiers help define and promote certain cultural values that may not be shared by a majority of members in the community for whom the documents are created? Is the move toward masculine or feminine androgyny the right path in reducing distortions in Web document communication?
The distinct differences between masculinity and femininity signifiers could be studied as contradictions that need to be overcome in order to improve Web development processes. This is the "activity theory" perspective, which is a superset of critical social theory. (See, for example, Kuuti [69] and Truex [120] for an exposition of this theory from the IS perspective.) In this theory, the unit of analysis for human praxis is defined as "activity," which is midway between individual and social dichotomy and is "a minimal meaningful context for individual actions" [69, p. 531] . From this perspective, researchers may raise questions pertinent to the developmental process of Web documents, such as: Do differences in masculinity-femininity signifiers indicate potential conflicts in the cultures of creators and users of Web documents? Are there "culturally more advanced forms" of Web document creation? Is androgyny a more advanced form of communication in Web documents or just a more subtle form of the same cultural message and myth? Does the use of signifiers impact activities performed by Web site creators and users and their cultural environments? In sum, the activity theory perspective sheds a critical light on the possible hidden conflicts that the signifiers may uncover and proposes facing contradictions in order to overcome them.
Limitations and Future Directions
CRITICAL SOCIAL THEORY RECOGNIZES that social science is not value free and that scientists are responsible for explicitly identifying their value positions. We therefore acknowledge that our findings are colored by the biases and foreknowledge of the first two authors, who performed the data collection and analyses. We neither claim time and space invariance of our findings nor posit their unconditional generality. This work calls for further explorations and extensions as well as alternative interpretations. Furthermore, our work indicates the presence of masculine and feminine androgyny in Web documents, which should be investigated in greater depth for its structure and evolution over time. Moreover, we have limited the data set to North American Web sites. A multicountry investigation of signifiers may shed light on differences in cultural signifiers around the world. Given the global nature of the Internet, the awareness of cultural differences in Web documents would be of particular interest for the promotion of Web-based global communication. Hence, the next stage of this study is a multicountry investigation of our findings and an extension to include other cultural dimensions, such as power distance, individualism-collectivism, and uncertainty avoidance. Furthermore, our analysis has focused on textual contents. One may ask whether similar signifiers may be present in graphics and other forms of communication on the Web and other venues.
Our work has strong implications for future usability research. It casts doubt on the possibility of creating universally preferred Web documents and calls for a fundamental rethinking of usability design and evaluation of Web sites. Furthermore, our results indicate a need for culturally sensitive measures of usability and the development of cultural-fit theories for Web site design. IS researchers who incorporate gender into their research need to distinguish biological gender from cultural masculinity and femininity. More importantly, comparative studies of Web design for e-commerce, e-government, and information providers need to address the impact of Web sites' hidden cultural differences on users.
Finally, we have shown that it is possible to identify cultural signifiers in Web documents. Using the vocabulary of Monod et al. [84] , we have also shown how signifiers in Web documents reflect a set of mythologies, organized by an "obscure set of anonymous rules" [36, p. 210 , also quoted in 84, p. 250]. Collectively these rules form a "sociology of language" that evolves over time. It would be of great interest to study how these obscure rules of culture change over time as they simultaneously reflect and promote social evolution. Hence, one can argue that Web documents are leading informants of cultural change. While the Web demands that its designers foster cultural awareness in order to satisfy user needs, the Web also informs us of evolving cultural movements. Investigation of cultural movements could inform us of mythologies that govern and shape the Web's possibilities for usability, social interaction, and emancipation. In promoting communication effectiveness, in general, and Web usability, in particular, IS researchers and managers need to be informed of this dual cultural role of the Web. Our paper is a first attempt at building a conceptual framework for studying culture from the Internet and for the Internet.
Conclusion
THIS STUDY MAKES THE FIRST ATTEMPT to investigate and identify signifiers of cultural masculinity and femininity in Web documents. The uncovering of these signifiers may bring to light the hidden cultural constructs present in Web documents, which could enhance or inhibit their communication effectiveness. Our research takes an interpretivist approach and uses grounded theory as the method of analysis. Semiotics and hermeneutics guided the data collection and analysis processes. The analysis led to the emergence of masculinity and femininity cultural signifiers and myths. We have found four categories of signifiers-belief, attitude, rhetoric, and syntacticand identified the myth of lateral convergence for femininity and upward divergence for masculinity. We also have identified the presence of feminine androgyny and masculine androgyny, which changes the feminine myth of lateral convergence to upward convergence in the case of feminine androgyny and reinforces the persistence of upward divergence with modified attitude in the case of masculine androgyny.
We have searched the literature in multiple fields to integrate our findings with the current knowledge in these fields. Our results could be used to explain findings related to the effects of gender differences in IS research and to predict differences in beliefs and attitudes with respect to technology and its use. We also have found strong support for our results in other disciplines, including technical writing, psychology, personality development, gender studies, feminist criticism, marketing, and sociology. Our results indicate the presence of strong signifiers of masculinity and femininity in Web documents written in U.S. English, and raise our collective consciousness about the possible use of these signifiers for more effective communication on the Web. 
